
Western Division American Fisheries Society 
EXCOM Meeting 

May 4, 2008 
Portland 

 
In attendance:  Eric Wagner, Scott Bonar, Leanne Roulson, Dave Ward, Bob Hughes,  Paul 
Cowley (Utah), Dave Manning (CA/NV), Doug Young (Oregon), Eric Knudsen; Larry 
Dominguez (NPIC),  Ryan Bellmore (Idaho), Amy Unthank; Pam Sponholz; Marianne Medding 
(AZ/NM), Kathy Foster (CO/WY), Bert Lewis (Alaska), Kajsa Stromberg (Newsletter), Jim 
Tilmant (WNF), Mary Fabrizio (AFS President); Gus Rassam (AFS Executive Director). 
 
Quorum Established 
 
Minutes from the April teleconference were approved.  
 
President’s Report 
 
President Eric Wagner summarized his progress on organizing the Western Division archives.  
He has found a lot of redundancy, but also a lot of valuable information regarding the historic 
record and institutional memory.  ExCom expressed concern about Eric doing scanning and other 
simple tasks rather than a hired student.  Eric expects the organization part of the work to be 
complete within a few months, and then scanning (by someone else) can begin in earnest. 
 
Eric reported that a draft letter regarding hard-rock mining reform addressed to Senator Pete 
Domenici has been revised, and will be presented at the business meeting for approval by the 
WDAFS membership. 
 
The Environmental Concerns Committee is being populated by members from various chapters.  
Eric is the Chair but would like a replacement. 
 
Chapter and committee annual reports are due to Eric by the third week in July. 
 
The Western Division has been asked to provide a contribution to the Skinner fund.  
 
Treasurer’s Report 
 
Secretary-Treasurer Dave Ward summarized the Division’s expenditures and account balances. 
The FY 2007 books were finally closed after the Division received proceeds from the annual 
meeting in San Francisco.  The Division realized about $9k in profit for FY 2007.  Dave then 
summarized finances to date for FY 2008.  Income and expenditures for 2008 are expected to be 
near those planned, except for the annual meeting.  Attendance of over 1,100 far exceeded 
expectations; therefore, income will likely far surpass expenses.  The final totals will be available 
in June.  ExCom will need to discuss disposition of the expected profits. 
 
Dave updated ExCom on the status of all financial accounts.  The Division now has four, one-
year CD’s and a money market account to serve as cash reserves (total about $50k).  The grant 
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endowment fund recovered some losses in April, and the Division’s share is about $106k.  The 
balance of the checking account is very high because most expenses associated with the annual 
meeting have not yet been billed.   
 
Grant Application Review 
 
ExCom determined that contributions to the Skinner fund and Hutton program will remain as 
individual line items in the annual budget.  Other grant applications will be considered under the 
“Grants” line item.  The current cap on the “Grants” line item is $1,000.  Paul Cowley moved 
that the cap be increased to $4,000.  Eric Knudsen seconded the motion and it passed 
unanimously. 
 
ExCom then engaged in considerable discussion regarding the grant applications received: 
 
Salmon and Steelhead Days – Idaho Power; 
Montana Fisheries Conservation Society; 
Research on habitat dependent effects of spawning salmon in SE Alaska; 
Flow 2008 meeting sponsorship; 
Commercial fishing culture in Alaska (eventual publication). 
 
Ryan Bellmore moved to remove Montana Fisheries Conservation Society from consideration.  
Pam Sponholz seconded the motion and it passed unanimously. 
 
Eric Wagner then asked for a show of support for each remaining applicant.  All received a 
strong show of support (only one negative vote) except for Commercial fishing culture, which 
required more discussion before it was supported. 
 
Bert Lewis moved that each of the four applicants receive $1,000.  Dave Manning seconded the 
motion, but it was defeated 9 to 3.  Bob Hughes moved that Research on habitat dependent 
effects……and Commercial fishing culture be removed from consideration.  Scott Bonar 
seconded the motion but after considerable discussion it was defeated (counts unavailable).  
 
ExCom finally approved the following funding scenario: 
 
Salmon and steelhead days - $2,000; 
Commercial fishing culture - $1,000; 
Flow 2008 meeting - $1,000 (if WDAFS logo is included in program). 
 
If the logo will not be included, then $1,000 instead to Research on habitat dependent effects of 
spawning salmon in SE Alaska. 
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Annual Meeting Updates 
 
Doug Young and others gave a brief update on the meeting.  A short discussion ensued on how 
to best handle the noise level at the business luncheon (Bob Hughes subsequently took the matter 
(or saucer) into his own hands).  Bob Hughes summarized the awards to be given at the meeting. 
 
Paul Cowley provided an update on the 2010 meeting to be held in Salt Lake City.  The Utah 
Chapter is in the final stages of selecting a meeting venue, hotel, and meeting dates.  The likely 
date will be the week of April 18, 2010. 
 
Parent Society Updates 
 
President Mary Fabrizio provided an update on Parent Society plans, including the 5-year plan, 
the potential move to a new headquarters building, and a membership survey designed to guide 
AFS into the future.  Mary noted that the AFS policy on economics and resources is being 
revised and likely will be presented to the membership at the Ottawa meeting.  Mary then gave a 
brief update on the Ottawa meeting, which includes a box lunch film festival. 
 
Executive director Gus Rassam discussed the potential relocation in more detail.  Gus 
characterized the move as a “good possibility”.  It will be disruptive, but the price being 
negotiated will likely be very good.  The deal will probably be completed sometime in 2009. Gus 
reported that an AFS policy on climate change is being developed. 
 
Gus then summarized some new services being provided to members: (1) Access to the AFS 
database to Chapter Presidents (who can give access to others) - this will be available within a 
few months; (2) AFS meeting registration system/database will be developed and made available 
to units; (3) a marine/coastal journal will be coming soon – it will be on-line only with free 
access. 
 
President-Elect’s Vision 
 
President elect Scott Bonar summarized his plans for 2009.  An ExCom meeting (in person) will 
be scheduled for early November, somewhere in Arizona or New Mexico. 
 
Scott emphasized continuation of the excellent WDAFS activities currently under way.  Scott 
emphasized strong support for the Western Native Fishes project and other ongoing activities.  
One new initiative Scott highlighted was a focus on aquatic education. 
 
Western Native Fishes Project 
 
Vice-President Leanne Roulson and Jim Tilmant provided an update and presentation on the 
WNF project, including funding needs and plans for the interactive database.  Leanne will give a 
presentation on the WNF project at the business meeting. 
 
Chapter and Committee Reports 
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Each chapter provided an update of recent activities, including annual meetings, and activities 
planned for the near future. 
 
Kajsa Stromberg suggested that the WDAFS website be the primary communication medium in 
the future.  Rather than sending the newsletter out as an attachment, members would receive 
links to the articles, which would be on the web. 
 
Eric Knudsen reported that the Grants Funding and Investments Committee has some issues to 
work on and needs new members to become re-vitalized.  This pertains primarily to the grants 
funding portion of the committee.   
 
New Business 
 
The NPIC asked if the Division was going to be a co-convener at the 2011 Parent Society 
meeting in Seattle.  Scott Bonar moved that the Division be a co-convener.  Bert Lewis seconded 
the motion and it passed unanimously.  Eric and Scott will again discuss profit-sharing issues 
with the Governing Board. 
 
The 2012 Western Division meeting will be hosted by the Colorado-Wyoming Chapter.  The 
2013 meeting will ideally be in either Idaho or Mexico. 
 
The final item discussed was the Pebble Mine issue in Alaska.  This is an open pit mine for 
copper and gold, which may have devastating effects on fish and fisheries.  The division will 
need to help the Alaska Chapter in formulating statements and opinions.  The process is expected 
to take years. 
 
Next Teleconference 
 
The next teleconference will be June 10, 2008 at 10:30 AM Pacific time.   
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